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Schumacher is thrilled to add designer/artist Hadiya Williams 

to our roster of creative collaborators. Based in Washington, D.C., 

Williams is the founder of Black Pepper Paperie Co., a mixed-media 

art and design studio that produces globally inspired surface 

patterns and unique handcrafted pieces, including ceramics, home 

decor, paper goods and apparel. Applying her talent to many areas 

of design, Williams finds inspiration in Black culture and history, 

especially as they relate to collective memory, ritual and migration.
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Derived from original drawings, paintings and paper cutouts, Hadiya 

Williams’ fabrics and wallpapers are notable for their rhythmic patterns 

and restrained palettes. But there is so much more than meets the 

eye in these modern graphic motifs. Here, style meets substance, with 

each design’s name evoking the creator’s cerebral approach and 

deep-seated interest in storytelling. Imaginative and dynamic, these 

fabrics and wallpapers breathe life and meaning into a room.
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THRESHOLD 
PRINTED LINEN
Carbon 180421

Fabric

THRESHOLD 
PRINTED LINEN

Lapis 180422
Fabric

THRESHOLD 
PRINTED LINEN

Salt & Ochre 180423
Fabric

THRESHOLD
Carbon 5014010

Wallcovering

THRESHOLD
Lapis 5014011
Wallcovering

THRESHOLD
Salt & Ochre 5014012

Wallcovering

THRESHOLD 
PRINTED LINEN
Ginger 180420

Fabric
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DEN APPLIQUE
Clay 82031

Fabric

DEN APPLIQUE
Cumin 82030

Fabric

DEN APPLIQUE
Carbon 82032

Fabric

DEN APPLIQUE
Ochre 82033

Fabric
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TANGENT
Ivory 5014001
Wallcovering

TANGENT
Ochre 5014000
Wallcovering

TANGENT PRINT
Carbon 180410

Fabric

TANGENT PRINT
Grey 180411

Fabric

TANGENT PRINT
Saffron 180412

Fabric
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TRACE
Sea 5013991
Wallcovering

TRACE
Carbon 5013990

Wallcovering

TRACE
Sesame 5013992

Wallcovering

TRACE
Ochre 5013993
Wallcovering
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